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About This Content

Penultimate. The second to last. The not-quite-final. The calm before the storm.

Here at the beginning of the end, teens both moody and muscular await you. More heartwarming candor, more laughs, more
weird time nonsense, and more memes that were outdated the second our pens left the paper.

To many, the thought of running out of Friendsim content is a sad and scary thing. To some, it may be a sweet relief. But to all,
we extend our hand in understanding. We give you one of those nods. You know the kind. The caring sitcom dad kind.

Go make some friends, sport.

---

You just crash-landed on Alternia, and you’re DESPERATE for friendship! Anyone will do...wait, who are those two trolls
approaching you?

The Hiveswap Friendsim is a quick, loosely-canonical visual novel adventure following the efforts of the unnamed protagonist
(that’s you!) to survive and maybe even thrive on the harsh surface of ALTERNIA. Set in the time of Hiveswap: Act 1, this

episodic visual novel’s opening volume, written by Homestuck creator Andrew Hussie, is sure to satisfy Homestuck and
Hiveswap fans who are eager for a darker stroll across the Alternian landscape.

Future episodes will arrive regularly as DLC.
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Title: Hiveswap Friendsim - Volume Seventeen
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
What Pumpkin Games, Inc.
Publisher:
What Pumpkin Games, Inc.
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 1.66 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Any DirectX-compatible card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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I have played many a frustrating hour solving the puzzles this game puts up. And yet! I keep coming back to it.. Only spent an
hour on it so far. Already super impressed (for VR). Already worth the money. Probably one of the few casual fighting games
I've played. And for a guy like me who sucks big monkey dongus at fighting games, a casual fighting game is an admittedly
embarrassing breath of fresh air.. perfect, thats all i can say
. ok. I'll admit, this isn't the zomfg most amazing game in the world.
however, I got this either free, or cheap, or part of some bundle... I don't even remember anymore.
Kind of a rockabilly top view shoot n kill game. its not bad.
would I reccomend this? actually... yes. its not a bad little game.
xbox 360 controls worked just fine, had no issues with install. right there, it beats about half the games in my library.
soundtrack is pretty decent.
Storyline? ok. storyline kinda sucks, but... its not a game you play for the story. its driving around, brainlessly shooting things.
top view driving.
except the bonus stages, those are first person (which is kinda confusing).
mostly fishtailing around, stop, fire, aggro... group, fishtail 180, stop. open fire, repeat.
some decent bosses.
would I reccomend this game?
not at full price, maybe on sale, bundled, or gifted. its a good way to kill a couple hours and unwind.. The game became
unplayable with a major bug. After unsuccessfully trying to resolve the issue myself I emailed the support for the game and
never received a response.. I love this game! The cartoony style and vibe is every thing. I wanted this game for ages and when I
finally got it I was not disapointed! The story is fun a quirky and full of surprises I would reccomend for anybody whos played a
vampire story or disk world! <3 <3 <3
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Program won't load, stuck at 0%.
Can't recommend something that doesn't even seem to function.. Not bad for a free game. A simple point and click adventure.
Impressive graphics, but not easy to solve. Needed a walkthrough to finish. Might be interested in a sequel.. Terrible. Can only
view pictures you have saved on google. Not able to view any from your pc. Why would anyone want only that?. Must have!
Addicted after 2 minutes. Can see a lot of time being used up on this game. Why are you still reading this? Go get it!. A very
fun game. I was worried that it would make me feel motion sick, because the preview videos do, but when I'm playing it I'm
fine!

It's a fun concept, although be warned that there aren't too many enemies or traps. It does get a bit repetative. Also, I'm able to
play in very hard mode, which suggests to me that it isn't a very hard game because I usually have to play things on normal to be
able to do levels. Sorry, that's pretty subjective.

Beautiful graphics, well designed, well thought through. Just be aware that it is what it is and although it gets reptative, it's the sort
of game where you pick it up once in a while when you feel like playing it and don't have an hour or two to play a longer, more
involved game.

Downside is that some of the noises and the music get very tedious and I've ended up turning them off. It also took me a mere 6
hours to complete the game and all of the achievements.. A classic example of steam and a bad dev group working together to steal
peoples money! Don't buy this game if you value your money and time and steam support are a bunch of greedy bastards that won't
refund broken or abandoned games. Those of you who can't get refunds you should look into exposing steam for what they are.
Normally I support steam but not refunding a game that is clearly abandoned and not working proves steam cares less about it's
wonderful community of players. I hope one of you players with lots of money one day get fed up with steam support and there
garbage refund policy and sue there asses They deserve it! Steam support -1000000000/10
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